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• Strategic planning
• Metrics (a.k.a. “Statistics”)
• Financials and audits
• Internal controls
• Policies and procedures
• Fraud and cybersecurity
• Funding
• Mergers

Topics to Be Covered
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• Is your training (“apprentice”/”apprenticeship”) 
fund really a business?
– Yes, but it is very unique!

What’s Wrong With the Session Title?
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• It IS a multiemployer health and welfare plan 
created under a Trust—With benefits used for 
training ALL participants in the Plan

• It IS subject to the Taft-Hartley Act and ERISA!
• Trustees ARE subject to the fiduciary standards 

of conduct
• Must be operated in compliance with ALL ERISA 

and DOL requirements!

So . . . What Is It?
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“However beautiful the strategy, you 
should occasionally look at the results.”

– Winston Churchill

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”
– Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Strategic Planning
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• Trustee Function
– Provide strategic direction for management of the 

trust as a whole in order to achieve purpose of trust 
over long term

– As part of the planning process, understand current 
strategy, its critical success factors and related 
business risks

Strategic Planning
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• What training courses do Trustees wish to 
provide?

• Identify performance measures and monitor 
implementation

• Strategic Planning impacts the operating and 
capital budgets!

• Inventory/Asset Management

Strategic Planning
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• Fixed assets and inventory are cash in another 
form

• Asset management is a fiduciary duty for a 
trustee

• Keeping an inventory of all assets is critical

Strategic Planning
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• Own or lease? Strategies and pitfalls
• Training Facility can rent space from union, employer or association

– JATC can not pay more than fair value (can pay less)
– The terms of the lease are as favorable to the JATC as an arm’s length transaction 

(independent appraisal is best)
– All trustees with a conflict of interest must abstain from the decision-making process, as 

recorded in meeting minutes
– Written lease agreement

• Alternatively, Training Facility can own and rent space to union, employer, association 
or another fund:

– Comply with all of the above, plus comply with DOL Prohibited Transaction Class 
Exemptions:

• The JATC must be able to terminate the relationship on reasonably short notice

Operating Your Own Training Facility
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• Written shared services agreement
– Employees, copiers, phones, office supplies, etc.
– Administrative services performed by Union or 

Association
• Sublease part of the facility to unrelated 

entities? Much easier
– Need commercial lease and at fair market value
– Watch out for Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT)

Operating Your Own Training Facility
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• Advantages of budgeting
– Sets financial goals and targets
– Formalizes planning
– Sets expectations for judging 

performance
– Coordinates and communicates 

within the organizations
• Types of budgets

– Operating
– Cash flows
– Capital budget
– By course
– By grant

• Budgeting tips
– Start with last year
– Anticipate changes
– Consider inflation
– Use budget as a guide
– Monitor

Operating Your Own Training Facility
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• Health and welfare plans must file for tax exempt status
• Training funds can get exemption from Form 5500 filing requirements—

But must keep information current!
• Training funds must file IRS Form 990 “Return of Organization Exempt from 

Income Tax ”
– Has required questions on:

• Governance
• Policies
• Disclosure
• Oversight

– Due on the 15th day of the 5th month (or 11th month if extended)
• Subject to ALL US (and State) DOL audits—Including compliance audits

Reporting to the Government
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• Subject to ERISA and Taft-Hartley Act
– Required to have an annual financial statement audit—

Even if no Form 5500 filed!
• Financial reporting and annual audit subject to the AICPA 

Accounting and Auditing Guide (“AAG”) for Employee Benefit Plans
– Reports as a health and welfare plan
– Audited as a health and welfare plan
– New multiemployer chapter in the AAG governs reporting and auditing
– Statement of Cash Flows NOT required—Optional but can be useful

• Remember—Budgeted financials are important for apprenticeship 
plans

Financials for Apprenticeship Plans
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• Employer payroll “audits” are a must! Why?
• Payroll audits should be conducted with related 

plans and costs should be allocated
• Grant accounting and reporting may be 

necessary
• Payroll taxes and reporting for instructors may 

be an issue

Financials and Audits—Special Considerations 
for Apprenticeship Funds
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• Required by Trust Agreement
• Required by ERISA and/or Taft Hartley
• Loan agreements or security requirements
• And those grant agreements!

Why Is an Audit Needed?
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1. To detect fraud
2. To express an opinion on the effectiveness of 

the Fund’s internal control
3. To obtain reasonable assurance as to whether 

the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement caused by error or fraud

What Is the Purpose of an Audit?
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• Auditors reveal all faults in how “Management” 
governs its business and are obligated to help 
management fill any gaps in control weaknesses

• Auditors are obligated to find fraud as part of 
their normal audit procedures

• Auditors will find most fraud in the normal 
course of audit

Audit Myths
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1. An auditor is responsible to plan an audit that will 
detect all fraud

2. An auditor is responsible to plan an audit that will 
detect all fraud except management collusion

3. Audit firms are not responsible to detect fraud
4. Audit firms are responsible to plan and perform an 

audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement caused by error or fraud. This is a high 
standard but not absolute assurance.

What BEST Describes an Audit Firm’s 
Responsibility to Detect Fraud?
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• Normal fiscal year-end audit of financial 
statements

• Payroll “audits” of contributing employees
• Specified procedures (Agreed-upon procedures)
• Special audit to verify adherence to specified 

procedures or agreements (Grants!)

What Types of Audits Are There?
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Do you know what your auditor’s 
responsibilities are?

Audits
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• The expression of an opinion about whether 
your financial statements are fairly presented

• To conduct the audit in accordance with GAAS
• To issue a written report

What Is the Auditor’s Responsibility?
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• Establishing and maintaining internal controls
• Preparation and fair presentation of the financial 

statements
• Making all financial records available
• Design and implementation of programs and 

controls to prevent and detect fraud
– Informing the auditor about all known or suspected 

fraud

What Is Management’s Responsibility?
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• Be informed, educated and interested
• Use experts when required—Investment advisor, 

appraisers, attorneys and consultants
• Signed Engagement and Representation Letters

What Do Auditors Expect of a Trustee?
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• A deliberate deception, trickery or cheating intended to 
gain an advantage

• An act or instance of such deception
• Something false (e.g., his explanation was a fraud)
• A person who acts in a false or deceitful way
• Types of fraud:

– Theft of assets
– Falsification of financial statements

What Is Fraud?
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• Opportunity for a fraud to be perpetrated:
– Absence of, or ineffective, internal controls; Inadequate 

supervision and review; Ability to override controls
• Motivation/Pressure or an incentive:

– Personal financial problems; Greed; Personal vices; Unrealistic 
job expectations

• Rationalization:
– The person(s) committing the fraud justify their actions 

according to their own set of personal ethics or attitude

The Fraud Triangle
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The Fraud Curve
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• Tips 42%
• Management review 16%
• Internal audit 14%
• Account reconciliation 7%
• By accident 7%
• Document examination 4%
• External audit 3%
• All others 7%

How Is Fraud Discovered?
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• Internal Controls are processes designed to 
provide reasonable assurance regarding
– Reliability of financial reporting
– Effectiveness and efficiency of operations
– Compliances with laws and regulations
– Safeguarding assets
– Protection against risks

Internal Controls
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• Cash receipts
• Cash disbursements
• Payroll
• Inventory control
• Training records
• Participant Data
• Computer systems
• And more . . .

Internal Control Systems
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• Separation (Segregation) of duties
• Adequacy of personnel/Cross-training
• Authorization of transactions
• Recording of transactions
• Confirmation/comparison
• Limited access

Internal Controls Concepts
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• The External Fund Auditor
• The (Internal or Third Party) Administrator
• The Internal Auditor
• The Board of Trustees
• The Bookkeeper for the Trust
• All of the above

Who Has the Ultimate Responsibility 
for Internal Controls?
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• The primary responsibility for the prevention and 
detection of fraud rests with those charged with 
governance of the entity

• Trustees are ultimately responsible to ensure their 
Trust Fund has a comprehensive approach to ensure the 
Internal Control environment is one that protects the 
beneficiaries/participant’s interests and the Plan assets

Fiduciary Duties: Facts
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• As a Board of Trustees, you must decide who 
will be primarily responsible for the design, 
implementation and monitoring of internal 
controls for your Trust Fund.

• There is no avoiding this. Will it be you? Are you 
ready and willing?

• Do you have confidence in the people that are 
doing this for you?

Fiduciary Duties: Facts
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• Maintain cash receipts and 
disbursement journals

• Make timely deposits of cash 
receipts

• Document salaries, allowances 
and expenses for all employees

• Two signatures on checks
• Establish internal audit 

committee
• Spot checking by trustees 

and/or plan administrator

• Timely reconciliation of bank 
statements

• Have bank reconciliations 
reviewed and approved

• Examine returned check images
• Ensure adequate back up for 

disbursements
• Update plan policies annually 

and review compliance

Specific Internal Controls Suggested by DOL
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• Two signatures on checks
• Signature stamps
• Bank statement reconciled by independent 

person
• Who opens the mail?
• Positive pay

Some Internal Control Issues
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• Control Environment
– Sets the tone
– Foundation for all other components of internal 

control
• Risk Assessment

– Identification and analysis of relevant risks
– Forming a basis for how the risks should be managed

Five Components of Internal Control
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• Information and Communication
– Systems or processes that support the identification, 

capture, and exchange of information
• Control Activities

– Policies and procedures that help ensure management 
directives are carried out

• Monitoring
– Processes used to assess the quality of internal 

control performance over time

Five Components of Internal Control
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• Things to consider
– Positive pay
– Exception reports
– Internal reviews
– Passwords and security
– Technology updates

Fraud Awareness and Prevention
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• Ensure your Trust Fund has a Governance Program 
and Policies that address Internal Controls

• Know what resources your Trust Fund, or Administrative 
Agent, has dedicated to protecting plan assets, 
participants, and beneficiaries

• Discuss with your auditor the adequacy of internal 
controls

How Can Trustees Protect Plan Assets?
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• Conflict-of-interest policy 
(Form 990 question)

• Whistleblower policy 
(Form 990 question)

• Records/document 
retention and destruction 
policies (Form 990 
question)

• Disaster recovery policy

• Collection policy
• Investment policy
• Expense reimbursement 

policy
• Shared expense policy
• Discrimination/

harassment policy

Policies Your Plan Should Have
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• Staff and student 
disciplinary policies

• Staff and student 
grievance policies

• Executive 
compensation policy

• Budget policy
• Social media policy

• Electronics policy
(computers/tablets/phone)

• Cannabis policy
• Inventory/Asset 

management policy
• Cash management policy
• Fraud/cybersecurity 

policies

Other Policies Your Plan Should Consider
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• In 2021 DOL issued cybersecurity guidance for 
ERISA Plans

• Then DOL immediately updated their compliance 
audit guidelines with cybersecurity questions for 
plan fiduciaries, asking for

“All policies, procedures, or guidelines 
relating to such things as . . . ”:

New U.S. DOL Cybersecurity Initiatives
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• “The implementation of access controls and identity management, 
including any use of multi-factor authentication.

• The processes for business continuity, disaster recovery, and 
incident response.

• Management of vendors and third-party service providers, including 
notification protocols for cybersecurity events and the use of data 
for any purpose other than the direct performance of their duties.

• Cybersecurity awareness training.
• Encryption to protect all sensitive information transmitted, stored, or 

in transit.”
• And more . . .

What Does DOL Include in Their Request?
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https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/ebsa/
ebsa20210414
• Tips for Hiring a Service Provider: Helps plan sponsors and

fiduciaries prudently select a service provider with strong
cybersecurity practices and monitor their activities, as ERISA
requires.

• Cybersecurity Program Best Practices: Assists plan fiduciaries and
record-keepers in their responsibilities to manage cybersecurity risks.

• Online Security Tips: Offers plan participants and beneficiaries who
check their retirement accounts online basic rules to reduce the risk
of fraud and loss.

DOL Cybersecurity Resources and Guidance
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• Antiquated/outdated systems and software
• Multi-factor authentication (“MFA”)
• Training
• Testing (test emails, etc.)
• Use of Zoom/Teams for meetings
• Accessing/Sharing documents

Cybersecurity Considerations
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Key Takeaways
• Identify your unique challenges, and address them.
• Budgets are key to your understanding your financial 

situation.
• There are plenty of metrics you can use to gauge the 

effectiveness of your Training Fund.
• Compliance is critical to your overall success.
• Adhere to your policies, and constantly update them.
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Your Feedback 
Is Important. 
Please Scan 

This QR Code.

Session Evaluation

Key Takeaways
• Strategic Planning starts at the top. Use technology 

to your advantage.
• Know what to expect from your auditor and the 

limitations of what an audit can provide.
• Internal Control effectiveness is ultimately the 

responsibility of the Trustees.
• Fraud can happen and internal controls can 

minimize its impact.
• Cybersecurity fraud will eventually affect you. 

Protect yourself!
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Budgeting Resources
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• Prepare an OVERALL budget using the average 
actual hours worked by Active Contributing 
Members over the last 12 months

AND
• Prepare an OVERALL budget using a conservative 

number of hours that Active Contributing 
Members might work during a 12-month period 
(anticipate low and high periods of employment)

A Proforma Financial Budget
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INCOME
Contributions (per CBA @ $0.20/hour) $28.00 $ 0.200 $ 0.200
Grant Income $7.00 0.064 0.045
Investment Income 1.40 0.013 0.009

TOTAL INCOME $36.40 $ 0.277 $ 0.254
EXPENSES

Training and Development
Instructor Compensation

(variable expenses)
$ 8.40 $ 0.076 $ 0.060

Course materials 2.80 0.025 0.020
General and Administrative (fixed expenses)

Administrative Compensation 8.40 0.076 0.054
Rent, Utilities, Insurance, Office supplies etc. 4.20 0.038 0.027
Amortization 2.80 0.025 0.018

TOTAL EXPENSES $26.60 $ 0.240 $ 0.179
SURPLUS (Based on 140 vs. 110/155 hrs./member/mo.) $ 9.80 $ 0.037 $ 0.075
Average Surplus per Hour @ 140 hours $ 0.07

X Training Trust Fund at December 31, 2022
Income vs. Expenses Per Member

Per Member 
Per Month

Per Member 
Per Hour

Per Member 
Per Hour

@ Avg. 140 hours @ 110 hours @ 155 hours
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2%
2%

$ 1,331,471
112,293
96,250
32,084
38,572

83%

7% 6%

Employer Contributions 
Government Grants 
Investment Income Rental 
Income
Tuition and Non-Member Fees

2021 Revenue Composition

Training Fund Revenue by Source
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Shortfalls, total revenue and additional 
contribution rates, if necessary:

Total Income – Total Expenses
= <Shortfalls>

(or Inadequate Funds)

If # is positive = Surplus (additional Reserves)

Training Cost Analysis
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• Prepare budgets for EACH course
• Prepare budgets for EACH grant revenue stream 

(and related costs)
• Budgets also help in grant applications and 

assist in grant reporting and compliance

Financial Budgets at the Course/Grant Level
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X Training Trust Fund Covering the Period 
December 1, 2021 to November 30, 2022
Operating Grant Analysis for Project X

Training and Development
Instructor Compensation $140,000 $135,000
Course materials 125,000 121,000

General and Administrative
Administrative overhead 5,000 5,000
Insurance, audit, legal etc. 20,000 20,000

TOTAL EXPENSES—Project X $290,000 $ 281,000

SURPLUS—TO BE REFUNDED $ 0 $ 9,000

INCOME
Operating Grant Income—Project X $290,000 $290,000

EXPENSES

Operating Grant Actual
Budget Results
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X Training Trust Fund Covering the Period 
December 1, 2021 to November 30, 2022
Capital Grant Analysis for Project X

Field equipment $ 50,000 $ 50,000

Vehicular equipment 50,000 0 **

TOTAL EXPENSES—Project X $ 100,000 $ 50,000

INCOME
Capital Grant Income—Project X $100,000 $100,000
EXPENSES
Capital Expenditures

Capital Grant Actual
Budget Results

SURPLUS—TO BE REFUNDED $ 0 $ 50,000
** $50,000 to be refunded
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Capital Budgeting

PROPOSED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

1. Classroom equipment $40k $40k $20k – –

2. Crane purchase – $12k – – –
3. I.T. Infrastructure upgrades $15k $30k $15k $30k $15k
4. Tool purchases $30k $30k $30k $30k $30k
5. Building modifications – – – $500k $152k

Totals $85k $225k $65k $560k $197k

Cash Available—12/31/2022 $1.2m

Knowing your capital requirements by year will also affect your 
investmentcomposition and liquidity requirements

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
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